AT SOLISCO, WE BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF RELEVANT, INTELLIGENT PRINT.

Solisco is a leading Canadian printer that recently acquired a second production plant, increasing its productivity and growing its workforce. For nearly 30 years, Solisco has been at the leading edge of graphic communications, diversifying its service offering in order to become an integrated solution for:

**Printing** + **Strategy, content and design** + **Logistics**

**Printing, prepress and binding partner**
- Web access portal for proofing
- High-definition printing, up to 240 LPI
- Personalized one-on-one customer service

**Logistics partner**
- Complete in-house mailing including storage and fulfillment
- Targeted mailing solutions to increase ROI
- Cost-efficient distribution across USA and Canada

The first printing company in Canada to sign up for the FSC® program.
You print one. We’ll plant one.

Make your publication eco-friendly

Solisco was PrintReleaf’s first Canadian partner. This program guarantees every sheet of paper used within the production of a printed project will be reforested. We measure your use, report it to PrintReleaf, and new trees are planted on your behalf in the certified reforestation project of your choice across the globe.

“Solisco has been a preferred partner for us in recent years. This company provides the balance we’ve been striving to find in a printer: amazing standards for paper and printing quality, combined with exceptional customer service. We particularly appreciate how its team goes above and beyond to understand our vision.”

– Lush Fresh Handmade Cosmetics

What our customers have to say about us...
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